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This note outlines several ways in which large
scale simulation computing and programing support
may be provided to the SSC design coccainlty. One
aspect of the problem is getting supercomputer power
without the high cost and long lead times of large
scale institutional computing. Another aspect is the
blending of modern programming practices with more
conventional accelerator design programs in ways that
do not also swamp designers with the details of com-
plicated computer technology.

Introduction

Tracking of particles by computer is now widely
used to explore slowly growing Instabilities which
may be driven by higher order nonlinearities in guide
fields, and by various forms of weak interactions
among beams and their electrical environments. Many
of the large number of possible design options and
parameters available for the SSC are possible candi-
dates for being confirmed, or even optimized, through
the use of potentially very lcm» simulation runs. The
adding of further complexity to the various tracking
models is now often discouraged by computing cost
tradeoffs. Moreover, the detailed analyses required
may well demand more computing power and real memory
than is provided by the larger computers presently on
the scene. Irrespective of costs. Besides issues of
cost and available computing power, the usefulness of
tracking methods is also affected by the ease with
which they are applied and modified, and the overall
time it takes to adapt them to changing parameters.

Three broad areas of suppcrt may be described.
The first involves the supply of economical, massive
computing paver in ways that are available to the
several SSC design groups. The second includes re-
formulating tracking procedures so that the higher
order instabilities are emphasized. By transforming
away lower orders, in principle very long term high
order effects may be studied on computers with single
precision, and hence with greater speed and lower
cost. The third area includes common library services,
such as flexible data base operators and structures,
and common data entry and display services. Each
approach may be pursued in parallel with the others,
and each will contribute to making the simulation
methods more practical and powerful, and also reduce
computing inconveniences to accelerator designers.

Computing Power for Tracking

Three main options are available which are likely
to be used in combination. These are expanded use of
present large computers, a shift to more economical
specialized computing engines, such as array process-
ors, and lastly, highly specialized hardware, opti-
mized for tha most tine consuming of the tracking
algorithms. Flschler and Nash1 discussed ttiess
options in detail in this Workshop, emphasizing the
computer technology involved in the latter. There is
a progression f.-om highest coat to lowest cost in
these options, a progression from easiest to hardest
to use by an accelerator (not computer) designer, one
from cost to least flexible, and one from least to
most powerful for specific types of analysis.

Tracking programs with nonlinear terms normally
spend over 90Z of their time evaluating a complex

polynomial fora of local Impulses of kicks. These
kicks are typically expressed as a coapleic polynomial
of field coefficients B,, and the transverse coordinates
of a track, r - jr + i y :
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Hence, schemes for speeding up tracking concentrate on
handling this series. Array processors, tight inner
loop coding, special series coprocessors, and table
lookups are ways to help, if the algorithms remain
stable. However, their application has to be thought
out carefully, as a strategy which may be efficient
for computing nay limit the range of simulation that
can be done. For example, table lookups involve trade-
offs of accuracy of tables versus total number of non-
linear impulses around the ring.

Unfortunately, the development of specialized
computer hardware and software has invariably been far
slower than the time to deliver accelerator design
results by conventional means. For the newer methods
to be useful, times for specialized developments have
to be brought more in line with the time demands for
results. If, inuccd, this delay problem can be master-
ed, designers will also need constant collaboration
with highly skilled computer people to exploit these
support tools.

Restating the Tracking Problem

Currently used tracking programs all compute the
effects of discrete deflecting elements upon a cir-
culating particle. In all, a lattice is approximated
as a set of alternating linear and nonlinear elements.
There are two basic ways that these effects are evalu-
ated. In the MARYLIE approach2, transport expressions
for the discrete elements of an appreciable section
of the orbit are combined algebraically into a map.
The resulting section map expression is evaluated, and
applied to advance the crack orbit through Che secclon.
In most other programs, the orbit is evaluated-piece-
wise at every element. In practice, the elegance of
the Lie method does not excend easily to high orders of
multipole influence. Hopefully, a combination of the
thorough MARYLIE algorithms for nominally linear groups
of elements together with the discretely evaluated
Impulse treatments will be developed, yielding the
advantages of both approaches.

In principle, the higher orders are levels of
perturbed motion superposed upon the basic linear
lattice motion. Computationally, the impulses, even
when multiplied by the distance to the next focussing
er perturbing element, appear in the fifth or sixth

t slgnifica.it figure of the track coordinates. This all
but forces use of double precision on computers with
32**blt word size; the penalty In speed for double
precision is about a factor of five. Ideally, these
higher order calculations should be done in an appro-
priate perturbation representation, which places the
effects being studied into the most significant por-
tions of the working coordinates. Finding a suitable
scheme will permit meaningful higher order computations
with 32-bit array processors and the more specialized
microprocessor hardware.

Array Processors For Tracking

The relative merits of array processors (AF) can
be demonstrated for the demanding inner loops of the
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nonlinear inpulsa cedes,. Conventionally, the complex
aeries Is arranged in Che fora:
K = Bx +• r (B2 •(• r ( B3 + .. r ( B g + rB1()) ..) )

written here for ten orders of nultipoles. This re-
duces to four additions and four multiplications per
order. As lapleaented in ULAT (Patricia) on the BHL
CSC7600, these are executed at an effective rate of
8 MFLQPS (Million Floated Operations Fes Second),
corresponding to about 10 usee to compute one impulse.
This assembly code 1 B designed to keep all of the
parallel adders and multipliers busy; new instructions
are issued as soon as an arithmetic unit is. freed, up
to a im»c1miin of one every 30 usec. ".awever, along
with each eight floating point operations per order of
multlpole, approximately thirty other Instructions
must be issued for loading or storing operands, etc.
With these and other overheads, the LILA orograra
covers about 60 turns per second for a CBA sized
lattice with 700 Impulse sites. The DESY BACKTRACK
program4 used on the HEHA lattice ahovs comparable
statistics on a large IBM computer.

Newer array processors appear to be significantly
faster for this kind of problem because they can issue
operands to all arithmetic units in the same cycle,
and they use parallel service processors that do not
steal instruction Issue cycles froa the arithmetic
units. In one example, a theoretical limit of 100
KFLOPS is claimed for optimal code that issues
operands to each of two add and two multiply units
each 40 vsec cycle. A paper exercise suggests that
this particular AP will do specialized serial track-
Ing and Impulse algorithms over four times faster
than the 7600, effectively yielding over 30 HFLOPS.
These numbers are attractive enough to encourage more
careful coding with lattice data streams organized to
take advantage of this type of computing engine.

Other features needed for large scale tracking
calculations appear to be well considered in the newer
A? designs. Memory is adequate for large lattices,
and expandable. Data flow rates, and cache and buffer-
ing can Veep the arithmetic units supplied with non-
linear series coefficients. There are no obvious
conflicts between the tracking problem organization
and the opportunities for using the optimizing fea-
tures of cha AS. The apparent cost is about $10K per
useful MFLOPS, an order of magnitude under convention-
al large scale computer figures.

The picture is less rosy with software, but work-
able. To achieve dramatic computing speeds requires
careful micro coding of up to about 1000 inner loop
instructions, and reorganization of the problem data
flow to suit the processor. Thus the code executed
may not resemble the original statement of the lattice
physics particularly well. As supporting software has
always been a problem with specialized processors-, an
AP applications expert should be Included in any group
which elects to use theoa devices for simulation
studies.

Common Data Base Program Tools

Accelerator design lends itself well to Industry-
wide common program tools for designs;s. These
emphasize ease of data entry, familla* vocabularies,
Interactive features, and hidden progiams which carry
out the boring details of assembling lattices and
propagating design changes through them. In tracking
programs cost of the code is concerned with accepting
and checking lattice configuration data, assembling
it into forms such as transport matrices for tracking,
and displaying various stages and results a" the com-
putational

The HAD group of program; at CEHK5 is a radern
example which offers excellent, well documented input
features and couples related prograca with compatible
intermediate formats. Tho BNL LILA werk has concen-
trated on more formal relational data base methods,
developing basic operators and structures that can
handle a wide variety of programs, lattices and orbit
features. These and sinilar prototype work of other
groups6>7 have shown the merits of beginning with data
organization, and working the physics parts off data
structures which can easily be cmnron to all such
programs.

The basic idea Is that a designer matieo a list of
classes of objects, such an bands, quads, etc., and
names a list of properties needed to describe each class,
in a sense defining a vocabulary for the lar.ice. Then
j.eaeh elenent of the lattice is described with olnple
statements thst relate it to the class dofinitionj
"Jones is a BEND with £treogth of 20. and I.ength of 1.",
etc. Hundreds or thousands of such statements are
dropped into a large pot (memory) where relational data
base routines sort then out, building up data structures
baaed upon the class definitions. The designer Kork3
only with the names of objects; ho is spared the tediun
of desling with thousands of Iteas and their properties.
5i»en the basic data, a lattice now amounts to a list
»f-names of elements; the data for eaeh eleaent tells a
physics application program what should be done with
itt Most lattice changes reduce to staple editing with-
in the group of input statements0

This type of relational data base could be pro-
vided for the accelerator community in quite general
farm in perhaps a year. It depends upon liberal use
of computer memory, and needs dean bridges to the
Fortran written physics parts of tracking programs.
Most of the necessary specification and user documenta-
tiotvt and mieh sample code, can be drawn fron the MAD,
LILA, COMFORT' and other prototypes. Studies which
make use of specialized computing devices vould similar-
ly begin with the common data structure, reorganizing
paffts of it into forms optimized for tracking as an
initialization step in a hoat computer,

Dedicated Computer Workstations For Tracking Exercises

Design studies at BNL for the CBA incorporated
major simulation capabilities into the control system.
We intended to provide the accelerator physics features
of the design programs for guiding beam adjustments
directly at the consoles. This has given a close viev
of the- design and sisnulacion programs and their comput-
ing needs,- aud also a practical reason to examine the
technology, esses, and tradeoffs involved in implement-
ing them on line. The CBA designs foresaw chat com-
neictal developments would produce capable 32-bit
nieropxocessor based computers with essentially un-
limited memory so cheaply that software could be based
,tfrom the start upon large memory data base procedures.
Furthermore, they anticipated that raw computing power
in the form of computing engines would be available
at costs low enough for routine consideration In the
control system. Very similar conclusions appear in
the VSt centtols designs.9 Indeed, modern 32-blt work-
stations wtth superb graphics, over 1 MIPS performance,
very large memories, and extensive software of laige
computer system quality are now on the market. These
are being obtained at BNL to support our efforts to
introduce interactive features and data base facilities
te accelerator simulation programs, together with an
Immediate application in Improving the AGS control
system. They will also be tTied as replacement consoles
for'the ACS. Shering10 his discussed a similar role as
possible LEP consoles.



It may be passible Co test the usefulness of
these Ideas for the tracking problaa quits soon. At
BNL, on array processor Is being considered for
central computing, as an attractive, general, In-hand
solution for a number of computing Intensive problems.
Our CBA experience suggests that the combination of a
host workstation and array processor may be an excel-
lent Cool for dedicated simulation uae by an SSC
design group. A well-equipped workstation with large
disk costs about S1OOK, and additional simpler units
(515-25K) join easily into a cannon network. Array
processors are in the $250K range. The data bases,
program libraries and compilers, and specialized
compilers and drivers for the AF or computing engines
reside in the workstation. Software closely re-
sembles that of the larger mlnlconputers, and the
Fortrana are very compatible with both IBM and DEC
ones. As they evolve In time, more specialized,
privately developed computing engines and coprocessors
can also be Joined readily to the standard busses and
Interfaces of the workstations. The workstations and
chair various appendages appear as rather elaborate
graphics terminals to the user.
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